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Abstract— We choose direct sequence spread spectrum 

(DSSS)technologies combined with Rake receiver under the 

modulation of BPSK to establish the communication 

modem. The performance of the modem is extensively 

investigated by MATLAB based simulation. We analysis 

the bit error rates (BER) against signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

corresponding to different parameter settings, for instance, 

under different Pseudo noise (PN)codes, the long of PN code 

period, the modulation schemes. Regarding to the Rake 

receiver, we also compare the scatter plots to deduce 

whether rake has better performance than without rake, 

furthermore we change the taps of the rake and diversity 

combining schemes to continue comparing the BER 

performance. The modem is implemented in a linear time 

invariant (LTI)channel model. 

Keywords— Underwater acoustic, DSSS, Rake receiver, 

BPSK, LTI 

I.  INTRODUCTION   

Underwater Acoustic Communication (UAC) play an important 

role in our life which serve us in various areas, such as military, 

environment monitoring, resource exploiting. The UAC 

environment is complex due to the dynamic channel, such as 

Doppler effect, marine life, variable temperature, pressure and 

etc. The light velocity in radio communication is 3×108 m/s, 

however the underwater sound velocity is approximately 
1500m/s that is much slower than in radio communication [1], 

when the acoustic signal transmitted in the underwater channel, 

there exists large propagation delay, therefore employing 

acoustic waves to transmit data is becoming a more attractive 

way. The channel modelling of underwater communication can 

be regarded as a time-varying multipath channel, signal 

transmission here will be more challenging due to multipath 

effect and Doppler distortions. Rake receiver has a good 

performance to combat multipath effect because of its specific 

receiving algorithm. 

In this paper, the characteristic of underwater channel is 
analyzed, and then what factors would interference the acoustic 

waves are introduced in section II. We provide a robust solution 

based on DSSS modulation schemes to combat the multipath 

fading of UAC channel, the related knowledge will present. The 

simulation results under different circumstances are presented 

in section III. Finally, followed by a conclusion in section IV. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

A.  Attenuation – 

In UWA channels, the attenuation factor typically consist of 
absorption and scattering of the propagated acoustic wave [2]. 

Absorption related to the energy consumption from acoustic 

energy into heat, which increases not only depend on the 

transmission distance, but also with frequency, hence the 

bandwidth is limited [2]. The acoustic signals may also be 

attenuated by the process of scattering due to its direction is 

random , which happens from the ocean surface and bottom. 

However, in practice, we may not clearly distinguish the effects 

of absorption and scattering , and hence, we usually combined 

the two terms together [2]. The attenuation can be expressed as 

below equations [3]:   

               𝐴(𝑙, 𝑓) = 𝑙𝑘𝑎(𝑓)𝑙                        (1) 

where l is transmission distance, f is the frequency of 
propagated signal, k is the spreading factor(usually take 1.5 for 

practical [4]), which describes the propagation geometry. Thorp 

propose the mathematical way of expressing absorption 

coefficient [5] for interest frequency in dB/km for f in kHz : 

𝑎(𝑓) = 0.11
𝑓2

1 + 𝑓2
+ 44

𝑓2

4100 + 𝑓2
+ 2.75 · 10−4𝑓2

+ 0.003                                     (2) 

Fig.1 shows with the increasing of frequency, the path loss will 

also dramatically increase at the same time, therefore, in 

practice, we should choose a reasonable frequency to get the 

expected available bandwidth for UAC system. 
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Fig.1 Absorption coefficient 

B.  Multipath and Shadow zone 

Multipath effects are the fact that the acoustic signals 

experience different paths when arriving at the receiver, the 

paths may be affected by bottom and surface reflection or the 

combination of these two reflections (or other objects) in 

shallow water region, as described in Fig.2: 

 

 

Fig.2 Multipath effects in UAC system 

A beam of transmitted sound rays may bend over or down due 
to refraction; however, these waves may avoid traveling through 
a specific region at the depth of approximately 80-100m, which 
called shadow zone. 

C.  BPSK modulation 

we employ DS-BPSK modulation technique to modulate data 

bit in required frequency,Fig.3 show the block diagram of DS-

BPSK modulator: 

 

 
Fig.3 DS-BPSK modulator 

 

From Fig.13,c(t) is spreading codes, we assume carrier 

frequency is w0,therefore the transmitted signal s(t) can be 

expressed as : 

s(t) = cos [𝑤0𝑡 + ∅𝑐(𝑡)]            (3) 

where ∅  is phase modulation index, if we assume in PN 

sequences, when c(t)=0, ∅c(t)=0;when c(t)=1, ∅c(t)=π, BPSK 

modulation can be formed. However in practice, PN codes 

usually take polar properties which means c(t)={-1,1}, 
therefore the transmitted signal based on DS-BPSK modulation 

can be represented as: 

                          s(t) = c(t) cos[𝑤0𝑡 + ∅]                (4) 

If take data signal d(t) into consideration, equation(2.18) 
can be expressed as: 

 s(t) = d(t)c(t) cos[𝑤0𝑡 + ∅]             (5) 

Fig.4 shows the transmitted signal constellation after BPSK 
modulation(before spreading): 
 

 
Fig.4 transmitted signal constellation after 

BPSK(SNR=20dB) 

D.  m-sequences 

M sequences are wildly used as spreading codes due to its low-

complexity generating method, which are born from a m-stage 

linear feedback shift register (LFSR). A sequence is generated 
by LFSR is called maximal sequences, simply m-sequence with 

the maximal period Nc =2m-1 [6]. Fig.5 gives a 5 stages m-

sequences generator with a XOR operator: 
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Fig.5 Five stages LFSR 

As shown from Fig.7, the taps of feedback connection are 
determined by generator polynomial, in above case, the 
corresponding polynomial is: 

g(D)=D5+D3+1             (6) 

where D5is the output of the fifth shift registers and D3 is the 

output of the third shift register, both of them are connected by 
modulo-2 adder and the result are fed back to the first shift 

register. The period is 25-1=31, that value is also the spreading 

gain for DSSS system.   

M-sequences are good at combating multipath effects due to 

they have excellent autocorrelation properties. The features of 

good autocorrelation are that the autocorrelation peak should be 

large and sharp, and the value of autocorrelation should 

approach zero for any time shift [7]. From Fig.6, we can find 

that the autocorrelation function is two valued, the peak value 

is 31 which is the length (or period) of the selected m-seq, the 

plot is impulse-like. 

 
Fig. 6 autocorrelation function for m-seq.(D5+D3+D2+1) 

However, the cross-correlation properties of m-seq. is not good 

which degrading the system performance, and hence the smaller 

the cross correlation is, the better the interference is reduced 

among users. In order to select reasonable poor cross-
correlation between m-seq pairs, the definition of preferred m-

seqs is proposed [7], as showed at below: 

 
Fig. 7 cross-correlation function for preferred m-seqs. 

From Fig.7, the preferred m-seqs have three cross-correlation 

values. By contrast, it will be called non-preferred, If It exhibit 

noise-like cross-correlation (may multiple valued), in particular 

the peaks may higher than preferred version. 

 

Gold codes 

The objective of inventing gold sequences is to get a lower 

cross-correlation at the expense of improving a little auto-

correlation. The code is generated from a pair of m-sequences 

with equal period by modulo-2 adding in a different phase shifts 

[7]. The structure of gold code generator is illustrated as below: 

 
Fig. 8 Gold sequence generator 

The key operation for producing gold code is to ensure there are 

Nc=2m-1 different relative phase shift, and thus the number of 

different gold codes can be produced during this process is 

2m+1 [7]. The autocorrelation function of gold code is showed 
in Fig.9: 

 
Fig.9 Autocorrelation function for gold codes 

From Fig.9, there is an obviously sharp peak with maximal 

value equal 31 because the gold code is generated by preferred 

5-degree m-sequences as described in Fig.5, but the side lobe is 

not flat which is actually three valued, therefore we can 
conclude that the autocorrelation proprieties is not as good as 

m-sequences. 

 

Fig.10 Gold code cross-correlation function 

From Fig.10, the feature of cross-correlation for gold code is 

the same with m-sequence because they are three valued, 

however compared with Fig.7, the gold code has a slightly 

lower cross-correlation than m-sequences, and thus we can 

conclude that gold codes arrive a balance value(or level) 
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between cross-correlation and autocorrelation. Therefore gold 

codes is good to reduce the interference from other users at 

receiver in multi-users CDMA system. 

E.  Channel model  

we would first implement the system in AWGN (additive white 

Gaussian noise) and in LTI plus AWGN channel model 

respectively. AWGN is a basic channel model widely used in 

communication simulation, it can be expressed as below: 

r(t)=s(t)+n(t)                                   (7) 

where r(t) is the received signal which contains the noise 

element, s(t) is the transmitted signal, n(t) is white noise. As it 

name described in computing platform e.g. MATLAB, it can be 

involved by one-shot addition. 

LTI channel model can be essentially created by a FIR filter, 

which is multipath (frequency –selective) channel model, in 

mathematical way it is presented as below [8]: 

x(t) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑠(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑖)
𝐿−1
𝑖=0         (8) 

where L is the number of resolvable paths, x(t) is the received 

signal, s(t) is the transmitted signal with short pulse, ai are 

complex path gains, τi are time delays, the structure is showed 

in Fig.11: 

 
Fig. 11 LTI channel model by FIR filter 

 

 
Fig. 12 Channel model 1(left) and channel model 2(right) 

Fig.12 shows two channel model created by FIR filter, the taps 

of the channel in left case is six, in right is five, the features of 

impulse response are different between channel one and two. 

For example, in channel one, the signal can direct arrive 

receiver through the first path, the maximum time delay is 

approximately 145ms,therefore we can calculate the time 
spread: max(time delay) minus min(time delay),in this case, it 

is 145ms, that is a critical characteristic of multipath channel. 

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Fig. 13 show the structure of the modem: 

 
Fig.13 Structure of designed modem 

From Nyquist sampling theorem, we set sampling rate 
fs=106Hz which should be two times larger than frequency 

bandwidth 2000Hz at least, in this case, it is enough.Fig.14 and 

Fig.15 shows the transmitted signal waveform in time domain 

and its power spectrum density after pulse shaping respective 

as below: 

 
Fig. 14 Power spectrum density after pulse shaping 

 

 
Fig. 15 Signal waveform after pulse shaping in time domain 
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After RF modulation, the central frequency is shifted from zero 

to the required frequency: 

 
Fig. 16 PSD after up conversion 

From Fig.16, the central frequency is the carrier frequency as 

we set fc=2kHz. 

 

 
Fig. 17 DS-BPSK detection performance under white noise 

 

 

Fig. 18 DS-QPSK detection performance under white noise 
Fig.17and Fig.18 shows the simulation result of if DS based M-
PSK has a positive or negative affect to the communication 
system at different SNR under AWGN channel. From the BER 
curves, we can find that the bit error rates will decrease with the 
increasing of SNR under BPSK, QPSK, DS-BPSK and DS-
QPSK modulations, but it is obviously that DS-BPSK and DS-
QPSK provide a lower bit error level than without using spread 
spectrum techniques. The detection benefit is caused by the 
operation of spread system bandwidth, therefore the ability of 
combating interference is enhanced. (use 3-degree m sequences, 
period=7)   

 

Fig.19 BER simulation under QPSK and BPSK modulation 

The bandwidth efficiency for QPSK is higher than BPSK in 
classic communication modem according to the previous 
experience, however from Fig.19, DS-BPSK modulation has a 
good detection performance than DS-QPSK, which means the 
benefit for QPSK has lost in DSSS system. 

In next experiment, we upgrade the channel model to LTI 
channel which established by FIR filter, also plus white noise 
(AWGN), we choose m-sequences with period 127 to multiply 
the input bit, at receiver side the taps of the rake receiver are five, 
the taps location depends on the channel estimation, full 
parameter settings as below table: 
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Table -1 parameter settings 

Fig.20 shows the performance of Rake receiver: 

 

Fig.20 if rake can improve the performance of DS-BPSK based 
system 

From Fig.20, when DS-BPSK system employ rake receiver to 
achieve diversity reception, the BER is lower than without rake, 
therefore we can conclude that Rake receiver has good capability 
to process multipath signals. Multipath affects are a 
disadvantage for conventional receiver; however, rake can 
utilize the drawback to become a benefit which achieved by 
combining multipath signals energy into a stronger one at the 
output to optimize SNR. 

The following simulations are mainly based on the parameters 
in Tab.3, we only change a specific element setting, for example, 
in this case, the kinds of PN code are compared. 

 

Fig. 21 Comparison of m-sequence and gold code 

In Fig.21, the difference of PN codes BER performance between 
m-sequence and gold code is not obviously, in this case, the BER 

level of m-sequence is slightly lower than gold code’s BER 
curve.  

We only change the period of the m-sequences to compare the 
simulation results as below: 

.  

Fig.22 BER curves under G=31,127,255 

In Fig.22, when the processing gain increased, the BER 
performance will be improved, within this simulation, we can 
draw the conclusion that the detection performance will be better 
with the increasing of PN code period. 

When rake filter processes the multipath signals, the number of 
its arms would affect the detection performance, Fig.23 show the 
BER curves under different number of Rake taps which adopting 
MRC algorithm at the output: 

 

Fig. 23 system performance affected by finger numbers 

In Fig.23, as the increasing of fingers, the BER level will 
decrease, which means rake with more taps can utilize and 
combine more signal energy from multipath channel, therefore 
the output SNR is optimized [14]. However, the arms number 
decide the complexity level of the system, The more arms 
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number, The more complexity for hardware modem, The more 
overhead. We are interested in seeking a trade-off between the 
system performance, cost and complexity when choosing rake 
taps [15]. In addition, the detection performance may not be 
improved with continuously increasing the number of arms, a 
required number is: D=τmax/Tc +1 [9]. 

At output stage of rake receiver, adopting different combining 
techniques would present different detection performance which 
depend on their algorithm thinking. We artificially involve the 
ISI element, and delay the multipath signals by our interest as 
below: 

 

Fig. 24 Multipath signals with ISI element 

From Fig.24, the multipath components are consisted of three 
version of signals, the direct signal is neither delayed or 
interference by ISI [10]. The other two signals are delayed and 
affected by their corresponding parameters, we set the path gain 
at -1, -2 and-5 dB for 1st,2nd and 3th signal respectively. In this 
simulation we try a new PN code-Walsh code with processing 
gain 16. The result is illustrated by Fig.25: 

 

Fig. 25 BER performance by three kinds of diversity 
techniques 

From Fig.25, MRC technique achieves a lower BER 
performance compared with other techniques, especially with 
the increasing of SNR, the benefit is more obviously. 

In air acoustic channel, when the transmitter and receiver keep a 
relative shift, the detection quality will be affected by the 
frequency shift, however in UAC system [11], the Doppler 
effect may severer than in radio communication due to the 
complex-dynamic underwater channel, therefore employing 
low-complexity and good performance Doppler estimation 
algorithm is necessary to compensate the frequency shift at 
receiver [13]. 

 

Fig. 26 Comparison of DS-BPSK and BPSK for frequency 
shift 

In Fig.26, It shows that DS-BPSK modulation has a better BER 
performance than conventional BPSK modulation which means 
that DSSS system has the ability to resist frequency shift, 
however it also needs frequency offset algorithm to do further 
improvement [12]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have done nine simulations under different 

circumstances, therefore we can get some hints when designing 

the real DSP platform for UAC system. For example, if we do 

not consider the cost e.g., power, efficiency and money, we can 

choose DS-BPSK modulation with rake receiver (MRC) to 

create the modem, especially with higher period of the selected 
chipping sequence, we can also increase the receiver fingers 

aiming to search more multipath signal energy.                            
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